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SOLID ERGODICITY AND ORBIT EQUIVALENCE RIGIDITY FOR
COINDUCED ACTIONS
DANIEL DRIMBE
Abstract. We prove that the solid ergodicity property is stable with respect to taking coinduction
for a fairly large class of coinduced action. More precisely, assume that Σ < Γ are countable groups
such that gΣg−1 ∩ Σ is finite for any g ∈ Γ \ Σ. Then any measure preserving action Σ y X0
gives rise to a solidly ergodic equivalence relation if and only if the equivalence relation of the
associated coinduced action Γ y X is solidly ergodic. We continue by obtaining orbit equivalence
rigidity for such actions by showing that the orbit equivalence relation of a rigid measure preserving
action Σ y X0 is “remembered” by the orbit equivalence relation of Γ y X. As a corollary, by
using [Io06b] we obtain a concrete family of uncountable many non-orbit equivalent free ergodic
measure preserving actions of Z ≀ Fn, with n ≥ 2.
1. Introduction
Any countable p.m.p. equivalence relation R can be written as the orbit equivalence relation
RΓyX = {(x1, x2) ∈ X×X|Γ ·x1 = Γ ·x2} associated to a p.m.p. action Γy (X,µ) of a countable
group Γ on a standard probability space (X,µ) [FM75]. The study of countable equivalence relations
is a central theme in orbit equivalence and measured group theory and many spectacular innovations
have been made in the last two decades, see the surveys [Sh04,Fu09,Ga10]. The goal of the present
work is to investigate the equivalence relations that are associated to coinduced actions. More
precisely, if we let Σ < Γ be countable groups, then to any p.m.p. action Σ y (X0, µ0) we can
construct in a natural way a p.m.p. action Γ y (X,µ) called the associated coinduced action, see
Definition 1.1. This paper is motivated by the following question: to what extend does RΓyX
remember some information about RΣyX0?
Our first main goal is to investigate the solid ergodicity property for coinduced actions. In Theorem
A we show that solid ergodicity is stable with respect to taking coinduction for large classes of
groups Σ < Γ. To put this into context, we recall that a major breakthrough in the classification
problem of p.m.p. actions and their equivalence relations is the use of S. Popa’s deformation/rigidity
theory [Po07] within the framework of von Neumann algebras. This has led to a remarkable progress
in understanding the equivalence relations and von Neumann algebras arising from certain classes
of actions, including Bernoulli actions, see the surveys [Va10, Io12a, Io17].
A notable discovery in this direction was made by I. Chifan and A. Ioana in [CI08] by showing
that any orbit equivalence relation R associated to a Bernoulli action is solidly ergodic1 (or, solid),
meaning: for every subequivalence relation S ⊂ R, there exists a measurable partition X = ⊔n≥0Xn
into S-invariant subsets such that S|X0 is amenable and SXn is non-amenable and ergodic for any
n ≥ 1. A key aspect of their proof is Popa’s influential spectral gap rigidity principle used within
the deformation/rigidity approach. As noticed in [CI08, Section 4.2], Chifan and Ioana’s solidity is
strongly connected to the work of D. Gaboriau and R. Lyons on von Neumann’s problem [GL07],
see also the survey [Ho11].
The author was partially supported by PIMS fellowship.
1The terminology is introduced by Gaboriau in [Ga10, Definition 5.4].
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The solid ergodicity property for equivalence relations is the analogue of the solidity property for
von Neumann algebras introduced by N. Ozawa [Oz03] (see the paragraph before Theorem C). By
using a different method based on C∗-algebraic techniques [Oz03] and the topological amenability
property [Oz08], Ozawa obtained, in particular, that the orbit equivalence relation RSL2(Z)yT2 is
solidly ergodic. However, the approach of [CI08] has been successfully followed by R. Boutonnet to
show that the orbit equivalence relation of any mixing Gaussian actions is solid [Bo12] and by A.
Marrakchi to obtain non-amenable solid type III equivalence relations [Ma16].
Before stating our first result, we recall the definition of coinduced actions.
Definition 1.1. Let Σ < Γ be countable groups and denote I = Γ/Σ. Let φ : I → Γ be a section
map and define the associated cocycle c : Γ× I → Σ by the formula c(g, i) = φ−1(gi)gφ(i), for all
g ∈ Γ and i ∈ I.
For any action Σ
σ0
y (X0, µ0) we define the coinduced action Γ
σ
y (X0, µ0)
I of σ0 by the formula
(σg(x))gi = (σ0)c(g,i)(xi), for all g ∈ Γ, i ∈ I and x = (xi)i∈I ∈ XI0 .
Remark that any coinduced action of a p.m.p. action is again p.m.p.
Theorem A. Let Σ < Γ be countable groups such that gΣg−1 ∩ Σ is amenable for any g ∈ Γ \ Σ.
Let Σy(X0, µ0) be any p.m.p. action such that RΣyX0 is solid and let Γy (X,µ) be the associated
coinduced action.
Then RΓyX is solid.
Thus, roughly speaking, Theorem A asserts that the orbit equivalence relation RΓyX remembers
whether RΣyX0 is solid or not. Note that Theorem A generalizes the result of Ioana and Chifan
[CI08], since if Σ is trivial, then the associated coinduced action is precisely a Bernoulli action.
Note also that our result implies, in particular, that the orbit equivalence relation of any coinduced
action from an amenable subgroup is solid. We continue by providing more examples for which
Theorem A applies.
Example 1.2. The following classes of countable groups Σ < Γ satisfy that gΣg−1∩Σ is amenable
for any g ∈ Γ \Σ.
(i) Let Γ = ∆∗Σ0Σ be a non-trivial amalgamated free product, where Σ0 is an amenable group.
(ii) Let Γ = ∆ ≀I Σ be a generalized wreath product such that Σy I has amenable stabilizers.
(iii) Let d : Λ → Λ × Λ be the diagonal embedding of a group Λ for which the centralizer
CΛ(g) is amenable for any g ∈ Λ \ {e}. For instance, let Λ be any bi-exact torsion-free
group [Oz03], or any countable subgroup of SL2(R) (see the first paragraph of the proof
of [DHI16, Corollary B]). We take Σ := d(Λ) and Γ := Λ× Λ.
Remark that any non-amenable ergodic subequivalence relation of a solid equivalence relation is
strongly ergodic by [CI08, Proposition 6], see Section 2.1 for definition. In the setting of Theorem
A, although RΓyX is not solid in general, we show in Proposition B that it is strongly ergodic.
Note that strong ergodicity is a weaker property than solid ergodicity. Indeed, let R be a countable
ergodic p.m.p. equivalence relation on (X,µ). By a result of Popa (see [Oz03, Proposition 7]), if R
is not strongly ergodic, then there exists a diffuse von Neumann subalgebra Q ⊂ L∞(X) such that
Q′ ∩ L(R) is non-amenable, proving that R is not solid by Proposition 5.1.
Our next result shows that many subequivalence relations of RΓyX are strongly ergodic. First, we
recall some notion. Following [BV12, Section 2.3], for some ∆,Σ < Γ countable groups, we say that
∆ is amenable relative to Σ inside Γ if the left translation action ∆ on Γ/Σ admits an invariant
mean. This is equivalently for L(∆) to be amenable relative to L(Σ) inside L(Γ) in the sense of
Ozawa and Popa [OP07] (see Section 2.3).
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Proposition B. Let Σ < Γ be countable groups such that gΣg−1∩Σ is amenable for any g ∈ Γ\Σ.
Let Σy(X0, µ0) be any p.m.p. action and let Γ y (X,µ) be the associated coinduced action. Let
∆ < Γ be a subgroup that is not amenable relative to Σ inside Γ.
Then the restriction action ∆y (X,µ) is strongly ergodic.
In particular, if Σ is an amenable group, then Proposition B implies that ∆ y (X,µ) is strongly
ergodic for any non-amenable subgroup ∆ < Γ.
We continue by showing a von Neumann algebraic version of Theorem A using Ozawa’s solidity
notion introduced in [Oz03]. Ozawa proved that any von Neumann algebra L(Γ) arising from a
bi-exact group Γ is solid, meaning: for every subalgebra Q ⊂ L(Γ), there exists a sequence of
projections (qn)n≥0 ⊂ Z(Q) with
∑
n qn = 1 such that Qq0 is amenable and Qqn is a non-amenable
factor for any n ≥ 1 [Oz03]. Subsequently, other solid von Neumann algebras have been discovered.
J. Peterson showed in [Pe06] that if a countable group Γ has a proper cocycle into a multiple of
the left regular representation, then L(Γ) is solid. I. Chifan and A. Ioana obtained in [CI08] that
L(∆ ≀Γ) is solid whenever L(Γ) is a solid II1 factor and ∆ is amenable. I. Chifan and C. Houdayer
then proved a similar stability result for free products by showing that L(Γ1 ∗ Γ2) is solid if L(Γ1)
and L(Γ2) are solid [CH08].
In our next result, we are essentially showing that Ozawa’s solidity is preserved by taking coinduc-
tion. More precisely, we prove:
Theorem C. Let Σ < Γ be countable groups such that gΣg−1 ∩ Σ is finite for any g ∈ Γ \ Σ. Let
Σy (X0, µ0) be a p.m.p. action and let Γy (X,µ) be the associated coinduced action.
Assume that L∞(X0)⋊ Σ and L(Γ) are solid von Neumann algebras.
Then L∞(X)⋊ Γ is solid.
Remark 1.3. If Σ y (X0, µ0) is a p.m.p. action such that L
∞(X0) ⋊ Σ is solid, then RΣyX0 is
solidly ergodic. By using [CS11, Theorem 3.2], note that the converse holds if we assume that Σ
is a bi-exact group (see Lemma 5.3). In combination with the results that are mentioned above,
Theorem C provides new examples of solid von Neumann algebras.
Next, we return to the framework of orbit equivalence relations and discuss about the classification
of p.m.p. actions up to orbit equivalence. We recall that two free ergodic p.m.p. actions Γy (X,µ)
and Λ y (Y, ν) are orbit equivalent if their associated orbit equivalence relations are isomorphic.
The result of [OW80] (see also [Dy58,CFW81]) shows that the class of amenable groups manifests
the following orbit equivalence flexibility property: any two free ergodic p.m.p. actions of countable
infinite amenable groups are orbit equivalent.
In sharp contrast, R. Zimmer discovered in [Zi84] that lattices in higher rank simple Lie groups
have orbit equivalence rigidity properties in the following sense: if two free ergodic p.m.p. actions
SLn(Z) y (X,µ) and SLm(Z) y (Y, ν) are orbit equivalent, for m,n ≥ 3, then m = n. S. Popa
then showed that the more general class of property (T) groups also manifests rigidity properties in
orbit equivalence. Popa proved in [Po03] that any two Bernoulli actions of icc property (T) groups
that are orbit equivalent (or more generally, the actions have isomorphic von Neumann algebras)
must be conjugated. The most extreme case of rigidity in orbit equivalence is when an action
Γy (X,µ) is orbit equivalent superrigid, which roughly means that its associated orbit equivalence
relation completely remembers the group Γ and the action Γ y (X,µ). A. Furman showed that
“most” ergodic p.m.p. actions of higher rank lattices, including SLn(Z)y T
n for n ≥ 3, are orbit
equivalent superrigid [Fu99] and S. Popa proved then that any Bernoulli action of a non-amenable
property (T) or product group is orbit equivalent superrigid [Po05, Po06]. Subsequently, several
large classes of orbit equivalent superrigid actions were found, see the introduction of [DIP19].
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Our next result provides orbit equivalence rigidity for a large class of coinduced actions of free
groups.
Theorem D. Let Σ1 y (X1, µ1) and Σ2 y (X2, µ2) be some free ergodic p.m.p. actions of
countable non-amenable groups. Let ∆ be any countable group and denote Γ1 = Σ1 ∗∆ and Γ2 =
Σ2 ∗∆.
Assume that Σi y (Xi, µi) is a rigid action or it is conjugate to a product action Σ
1
i × Σ2i y
(X1i ×X2i , µ1i × µ2i ) of two infinite groups, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ 2.
If the coinduced actions Γ1 y (X1, µ1)
Γ1/Σ1 and Γ2 y (X2, µ2)
Γ2/Σ2 are orbit equivalent, then
Σ1 y (X1, µ1) and Σ2 y (X2, µ2) are orbit equivalent.
See Theorem 6.2 for a more general statement that applies, for instance, to coinduced actions of
wreath product groups. In our result, we used Popa’s notion of rigidity for actions. Recall that
a p.m.p. action Γ y (X,µ) is rigid if the inclusion L∞(X) ⊂ M := L∞(X) ⋊ Γ has the relative
property (T), i.e. if any sequence of unital tracial completely positive maps Φn : M →M converging
to the identity pointwise in ‖·‖2, must converge uniformly on the unit ball of L∞(X) [Po01, Section
4]. See also [Io09] for an ergodic theoretic characterization of rigidity.
Example 1.4. The following classes of actions are rigid.
(i) The action Γy (T2, λ2), for any non-amenable subgroup Γ < SL2(Z), where λ
2 is the Haar
measure on T2 [Bu91].
(ii) Any action of the form Γ y (G/Λ,m), where G is a simple Lie group, Γ < G is any
Zariski dense countable subgroup, Λ < G is a lattice and m is the unique G-invariant
probability measure on G/Λ [IS10]. In particular, we can take G = SLn(R), Λ = SLn(Z)
and Γ = SLn(R), where R = Z[
√
d], for a square free integer d ≥ 2 or R = Z[S−1], for a
non-empty set of primes S.
See [IS10, Theorem D] for a more general statement regarding Example 1.4(ii) (see also [Bo15] for
other examples). In addition to these concrete classes of rigid actions, note that any free group
Γ = Γ1 ∗Γ2, with |Γ1| ≥ 2 and |Γ2| ≥ 3, admits uncountably many non-orbit equivalent free ergodic
p.m.p. rigid actions [Ga08].
To put Theorem D into a better perspective, note that any free ergodic action of a non-amenable free
group Fn is orbit equivalent to actions of uncountably many non-isomorphic groups [MS02, Theorem
2.27]. In particular, the actions of free groups are “far away” from being orbit equivalent superrigid.
However, our result is essentially showing that if Σ∗∆y X is the coinduced action of a rigid action
Σ y X0, then the orbit equivalence relation RΣyX0 can be recovered from the orbit equivalence
relationRΣ∗∆yX . We can also contrast Theorem D with the main result of [Dr15] which asserts that
the coinduced actions of property (T) and product groups are actually orbit equivalent superrigid.
Moreover, Theorem D can be seen as a converse of a result of L. Bowen [Bo10, Theorem 1.3].
To put this into context, recall that S. Popa proved in [Po05] orbit equivalence superrigidity for
Bernoulli actions of property (T) groups and the question whether any two orbit equivalent Bernoulli
actions over a non-amenable free group are necessary conjugate was left open. Bowen answered
this question by showing the following orbit equivalence flexibility result: any two Bernoulli actions
of a free group are orbit equivalent [Bo10]. Actually, he obtained the following more general result.
If Σ1 y X1 and Σ2 y X2 are some free p.m.p. orbit equivalent actions and ∆ is any countable
group, then the associated coinduced actions Σ1 ∗∆ y X(Σ1∗∆)/Σ11 and Σ2 ∗∆ y X(Σ1∗∆)/Σ22 are
orbit equivalent.
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In order to state our last result, recall that any infinite amenable group has exactly one free ergodic
action, up to orbit equivalence [OW80]. In sharp contrast, a combination of ideas and results
from [Io06c,GL07,Ep07] shows that any non-amenable group admits uncountably many free ergodic
non-orbit equivalent p.m.p. actions. However, the problem of finding explicit such actions for an
arbitrary group is still open, see the introduction of [Io06b]. Some non-amenable groups for which
concrete uncountable families of non-orbit equivalent actions are constructed include weakly rigid
groups [Po05], products of infinite groups [Po06] (or more generally, groups for which Popa’s cocycle
superrigidity theorem holds), mapping class groups [Ki08] and free groups [Io06b, Io13].
We contribute to this problem by adding wreath product groups to the above list. We obtain this
by applying the methods used for proving Theorem D to the explicit family of non-orbit equivalent
actions of Fn, with n ≥ 2, constructed by A. Ioana in [Io06b].
Corollary E. Let n ≥ 2 and consider {Fn σiy Xi}i∈I the uncountable family of free ergodic p.m.p.
non-orbit equivalent actions constructed in [Io06b]. Let Γ = ∆ ≀Fn for some countable group ∆ and
denote by Γy X˜i the coinduced action associated to σi, for any i ∈ I.
Then {Γy X˜i}i∈I is an uncountable family of free ergodic p.m.p. non-orbit equivalent actions.
Remark 1.5. The proof of Corollary E shows that the non-orbit equivalent actions {Γ y X˜i}i∈I
have in fact non-isomorphic II1 factors.
Organization of the paper. Besides the introduction this paper has five other sections. In
Section 2, we recall some preliminaries and prove a few useful lemmas needed in the remainder
of the paper. In Section 3, we prove some rigidity results for von Neumann algebras associated
to coinduced actions by building upon [Po03, Io06a, IPV10]. We then continue in Section 4 with
proving an orbit equivalence rigidity result for diagonal product actions. In Section 5, we prove
Theorem A, Proposition B and Theorem C. Finally, in Section 6 we use the result of Section 4 and
prove Theorem D and Corollary E.
Acknowledgements. I am very grateful to Adrian Ioana for asking if one can prove a converse
to [Bo10, Theorem 1.3] and for many comments that helped improve the exposition.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Terminology. In this paper we consider tracial von Neumann algebras (M, τ), i.e. von Neu-
mann algebras M equipped with a faithful normal tracial state τ : M → C. This induces a norm
on M by the formula ‖x‖2 = τ(x∗x)1/2, for all x ∈ M . We will always assume that M is a sep-
arable von Neumann algebra, i.e. the ‖ · ‖2-completion of M denoted by L2(M) is separable as
a Hilbert space. We denote by Z(M) the center of M , by U(M) the unitary group of M and by
(M)1 its unit ball. All inclusions P ⊂M of von Neumann algebras are assumed unital. We denote
by eP : L
2(M) → L2(P ) the orthogonal projection onto L2(P ) and by EP : M → P the unique
τ -preserving conditional expectation from M onto P .
For a von Neumann subalgebra P ⊂ M , we denote by P ′ ∩M = {x ∈ M |xy = yx, for all y ∈ P}
the relative commutant of P in M and by NM (P ) = {u ∈ U(M)|uPu∗ = P} the normalizer of P
in M . The quasi-normalizer of P inside M is the weak closure of {x ∈ M | there exist x1, . . . , xn,
y1, . . . , yn such that xP ⊂
∑n
i=1 Pxi and Px ⊂
∑n
i=1 yiP}. We say that P is regular in M if the
von Neumann algebra generated by NM (P ) equals M and P ⊂ M is Cartan if it is a maximal
abelian regular subalgebra. For two von Neumann subalgebras P,Q ⊂M , we denote by P ∨Q the
von Neumann algebra generated by P and Q. Jones’ basic construction of the inclusion P ⊂M is
defined as the von Neumann subalgebra of B(L2(M)) generated by M and eP , and is denoted by
〈M,eP 〉.
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Let R be a countable p.m.p. equivalence relation on (X,µ). We say that R is ergodic if for
every measurable set A ⊂ X satisfying µ(α(A)∆A) = 0 for all α ∈ [R], we have µ(A) ∈ {0, 1}.
We say that R is strongly ergodic if for every sequence of measurable sets An ⊂ X satisfying
limn→∞µ(α(An)∆An) = 0 for all α ∈ [R], we have limn→∞µ(An)(1 − µ(An)) = 0. Note that a
p.m.p. action Γy (X,µ) is ergodic (or, strongly ergodic) if and only if RΓyX is.
If Γ y I is an action on a non-empty set I and F ⊂ I a subset, we denote by Stab(F ) = {g ∈
Γ|gi = i, for all i ∈ F} the stabilizer and by Norm(F ) := {g ∈ Γ|gF = F} the normalizer of F .
Note that if F is finite, then Stab(F ) is a finite index subgroup of Norm(F ).
2.2. Intertwining-by-bimodules. We next recall from [Po03, Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3]
the powerful intertwining-by-bimodules technique of S. Popa.
Theorem 2.1 ([Po03]). Let (M, τ) be a tracial von Neumann algebra and P ⊂ pMp,Q ⊂ qMq be
von Neumann subalgebras. Let G ⊂ U(P ) be a subgroup such that G′′ = P .
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) There exist projections p0 ∈ P, q0 ∈ Q, a ∗-homomorphism θ : p0Pp0 → q0Qq0 and a
non-zero partial isometry v ∈ q0Mp0 such that θ(x)v = vx, for all x ∈ p0Pp0.
(2) There is no sequence (un)n ⊂ G satisfying ‖EQ(xuny)‖2 → 0, for all x, y ∈M .
If one of these conditions holds true, then we write P ≺M Q, and say that a corner of P embeds
into Q inside M . If Pp′ ≺M Q for every non-zero projection p′ ∈ P ′∩pMp, then we write P ≺sM Q.
2.3. Relative amenability. A tracial von Neumann algebra (M, τ) is amenable if there exists a
positive linear functional Φ : B(L2(M)) → C such that Φ|M = τ and Φ is M -central, meaning
Φ(xT ) = Φ(Tx), for all x ∈M and T ∈ B(L2(M)). By Connes’ striking classification of amenable
factors [Co76], M is amenable if and only if M is approximately finite dimensional.
We continue by recalling the notion of relative amenability introduced by Ozawa and Popa in
[OP07]. Let (M, τ) be a tracial von Neumann algebra. Let p ∈ M be a projection and P ⊂
pMp,Q ⊂ M be von Neumann subalgebras. Following [OP07, Definition 2.2], we say that P is
amenable relative to Q inside M if there exists a positive linear functional Φ : p〈M,eQ〉p→ C such
that Φ|pMp = τ and Φ is P -central. Note that P is amenable relative to C inside M if and only if
P is amenable.
We say that P is strongly non-amenable relative to Q if Pp′ is non-amenable relative to Q for any
non-zero projection p′ ∈ P ′∩pMp. Note that if P ⊂ pMp is strongly non-amenable (relative to C),
then P is properly non-amenable, i.e. p1Pp1 is non-amenable for any non-zero projection p1 ∈ P ,
by [DHI16, Lemma 2.6].
Proposition 2.2. Let Γy A and Γy B be some trace preserving actions of a countable group Γ.
Let Q ⊂ qAq be a von Neumann subalgebra such that Q′ ∩ q(A⋊ Γ)q is amenable relative to A.
Then Q′ ∩ q((A⊗¯B)⋊ Γ)q is amenable relative to A⊗¯B.
Proof. The proof is inspired by the proof of [PV12, Proposition 3.2]. Denote M = (A⊗¯B) ⋊ Γ,
M = A ⋊ Γ and N = B ⋊ Γ. Define the ∗-homomorphism ∆ : M → M⊗¯N , by letting ∆(a ⊗
bug) = aug ⊗ bug, for all a ∈ A, b ∈ B and g ∈ Γ. Remark that the assumption implies that
∆(Q′∩ qMq) ⊂ (Q′∩ qMq)⊗¯N is amenable relative to A⊗N inside M⊗¯N. Therefore, there exists
a ∆(Q′ ∩ qMq)-central positive linear functional Φ : ∆(q)〈M⊗¯N, eA⊗N 〉∆(q) → C such that the
restriction of Φ to ∆(Q′ ∩ qMq) equals the trace on ∆(q)(M⊗¯N)∆(q).
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Since EA⊗N ◦ ∆(x) = ∆ ◦ EA⊗¯B(x) for every x ∈ M, notice that we can define a one-to-one ∗-
homomorphism ∆1 : 〈M, eA⊗¯B〉 → 〈M⊗¯N, eA⊗N 〉 by letting ∆1(eA⊗¯B) = eA⊗N and ∆1(x) = ∆(x),
for any x ∈ M. Define the positive linear functional Ψ : q〈M, eA⊗¯B〉q → C by Ψ(x) = Φ(∆1(x)),
for every x ∈ q〈M, eA⊗¯B〉q. Remark that Ψ is Q′ ∩ qMq-central and the restriction of Ψ to qMq
equals the trace on qMq. This shows that Q′ ∩ qMq is amenable relative to A⊗¯B inside M. 
Although later on we will only use the particular case of Proposition 2.2 where A and B are
amenable, we note that the proof handles this general statement.
2.4. Coinduced actions. Coinduced actions for trace preserving actions are defined as in Defini-
tion 1.1 for p.m.p. actions.
Definition 2.3. Let Σ < Γ be countable groups and denote I = Γ/Σ. Let φ : I → Γ be a section
map and define the associated cocycle c : Γ× I → Σ by the formula c(g, i) = φ−1(gi)gφ(i), for all
g ∈ Γ and i ∈ I.
Let Σ
σ0
y (A0, τ0) be a trace preserving action and denote (A, τ) = (A0, τ0)
I . For each i ∈ I, we
denote by π : A0 → A the embedding of A0 as the i’th tensor factor. We define the coinduced
action Γ
σ
y (A, τ) by the formula
σg(πi(a)) = (σ0)c(g,i)(πgi(a)), for all g ∈ Γ, i ∈ I and a ∈ A0.
Throughout this section, we assume the setting of Definition 2.3 and denote M = A ⋊ Γ. We
continue with the following useful lemma extracted from [IPV10, Theorem 4.2].
Lemma 2.4. Let F ⊂ I be a finite subset and let Q ⊂ qMq be a diffuse von Neumann subalgebra
such that Q ≺M AF0 . Denote by P the quasi-normalizer of Q inside qMq.
Then P ≺M A⋊Norm(F ).
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that Q ⊀M A
G
0 , for any proper subset G ⊂ F . Since
Q ≺M AF0 , there exist some projections q0 ∈ Q, p ∈ AF0 , a non-zero partial isometry v ∈ pMq0
and a one-to-one ∗-homomorphism φ : q0Qq0 → pAF0 p such that φ(x)v = vx, for any x ∈ q0Qq0.
Moreover, we can assume that the support of EAF
0
(vv∗) equals p. The assumption on F implies
(2.1) φ(q0Qq0) ⊀AF
0
AG0 , for any proper subset G ⊂ F.
Indeed, by assuming the contrary, there exist a proper subset G ⊂ F , some projections q1 ∈
q0Qq0, r ∈ AG0 , a non-zero partial isometry w ∈ rAF0 φ(q1) and a ∗-homomorphism ψ : φ(q1Qq1)→
rAG0 r such that ψ(x)w = wx, for any x ∈ φ(q1Qq1). Therefore, ψ ◦ φ : q1Qq1 → rAG0 r satisfies
(ψ ◦ φ)(x)wv = wvx. Note that wv 6= 0, since wEAF
0
(vv∗) 6= 0. By replacing wv by the partial
isometry from its polar decomposition, we deduce that Q ≺M AG0 , contradiction.
Note that (2.1) allows us to apply [IPV10, Lemma 4.1.2] and derive that vPv∗ ⊂ A⋊Norm(F ), and
therefore P ≺M A⋊Norm(F ). 
Lemma 2.5. Let B ⊂ A be a von Neumann subalgebra such that B ≺M AF0 for some subset F ⊂ I.
Then there exists g ∈ Γ such that B ≺A AgF0 .
Proof. Assume that B ⊀A A
gF
0 for any g ∈ Γ. By applying an idea of the proof of [IPP05, Theorem
4.3], we obtain that there exists a sequence of unitaries (un)n ⊂ U(B) such that
‖E
AgF
0
(xuny)‖2 → 0, for all x, y ∈ A and g ∈ Γ.
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We want to show that ‖EAF
0
(xuny)‖2 → 0 for all x, y ∈ M . By Kaplanskys density theorem
it is enough to assume that x = ug−1a and y = a
′uh for some a, a
′ ∈ A and g, h ∈ Γ. Thus,
‖EAF
0
(xuny)‖2 = δg,h‖EAgF
0
(auna
′)‖2 → 0. This shows that B ⊀M AF0 , contradiction. 
We will also need the following lemma which is in the spirit of [Va08, Lemma 4.2].
Lemma 2.6. Let Q ⊂ qAF0 q be a von Neumann subalgebra for a subset F ⊂ I. Let q′ ∈ Q′ ∩ qAq
be a non-zero projection such that Qq′ ⊀A A
G
0 for any proper subset G ⊂ F .
Then q′(Q′ ∩ qMq)q′ ⊂ q′(A⋊ Norm(F ))q′.
In particular, if Q ⊂ qA0q is a diffuse subalgebra, then Q′ ∩ qMq ⊂ q(A⋊ Σ)q.
Proof. Let x ∈ q′(Q′ ∩ qMq)q′ and consider x = ∑g∈Γ xgug its Fourier decomposition. Take
g ∈ Γ \ Norm(F ) and let us show that xg = 0. Note that Qq′ ⊀A AgF0 . Indeed, by assuming the
contrary, we can apply [DHI16, Lemma 2.4(3)] and obtain a non-zero projection q′1 ∈ Q′ ∩ qMq
with q′1 ≤ q′ such that Qq′1 ≺sA AgF0 . Since Qq′1 ≺sA AF0 and AF0 and AgF0 are in a commuting
square position inside A, we can use [DHI16, Lemma 2.8(2)] to derive that Qq′ ⊀A A
gF∩F
0 . This is
a contradiction since gF ∩ F is a proper subset of F . Since Qq′ ⊀A AgF0 , there exists a sequence
of unitaries (un)n ⊂ U(Q) such that ‖EAgF
0
(xq′un)‖2 → 0 for every x ∈ A. Since x ∈ Q′ ∩ qMq, we
deduce that xgun = xgσg(un), for any n ≥ 1. Using that σg(un) ∈ AgF0 and xg = xgσg(q) = xgq′,
we derive that
‖E
AgF
0
(x∗gxg)‖2 = ‖EAgF
0
(x∗gxgσg(un))‖2 = ‖EAgF
0
(x∗gxgun)‖2 → 0,
as n goes to infinity. This shows that E
AgF
0
(x∗gxg) = 0, hence xg = 0. This proves the lemma. 
2.5. Weak mixing techniques. Following [PV06, Lemma 2.4] we say that an action Γ y I of
a group Γ on a set I is weakly mixing if for every A,B ⊂ I finite, there exists g ∈ Γ such that
gA ∩B = ∅.
Lemma 2.7. Let Σ < Γ be countable groups satisfying [Σ : gΣg−1 ∩ Σ] = ∞, for any g ∈ Γ \ Σ.
Denote I = Γ/Σ.
Then the translation action Σy I \ {Σ} is weakly mixing.
Proof. By using [PV06, Lemma 2.4], it is enough to show that every orbit of Σ y I \ {Σ} is
infinite. Let gΣ ∈ I with g /∈ Σ and note that the stabilizer of gΣ equals gΣg−1 ∩ Σ. Since
[Σ : gΣg−1 ∩ Σ] =∞, if follows that the orbit of gΣ is infinite, hence proving the lemma. 
A trace preserving action Γ
σ
y (A, τ) is called weakly mixing if for any a1, . . . , an ∈ A and ǫ > 0,
there exists g ∈ Γ such that |τ(aiσg(aj))− τ(ai)τ(aj)| < ǫ, for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
The proof of the following lemma is standard and we leave it to the reader.
Lemma 2.8. Let Σ < Γ be countable groups. Let Σy A0 be a trace preserving action and denote
by Γ
σ
y AI0 the associated coinduced action. Let I0 = I \{Σ} and note that σ|Σ is isomorphic to the
diagonal product action Σy A0⊗¯AI00 . Assume the translation action Σy I0 is weakly mixing.
Then the restricted action Σy AI00 is weakly mixing.
For a p.m.p. weakly mixing action Γ y (X,µ), the quasi-normalizer of L(Γ) inside L∞(X) ⋊ Γ
equals L(Γ) [Io08, Proposition 6.10]. The following lemma extends this result to diagonal product
actions.
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Lemma 2.9. Let Γy A and Γy B be trace preserving actions and denote M = (A⊗¯B)⋊ Γ and
N = A⋊ Γ. Assume Γy B is weakly mixing.
Then the quasi-normalizer of N inside M equals N .
Proof. Denote by σ the action Γ y B and let τ be a trace on M . Let (gn)n ⊂ Γ such that
τ(σgn(a)b)→ 0, for all a, b ∈ B ⊖ C, and note that ‖EN (bugna)‖2 = |τ(σgn(a)b)|. It is a routine to
check that
lim
n
‖EN (ξugnη)‖2 = 0, for all ξ, η ∈M ⊖N.
By applying [Va06, Lemma D.3] (see also [Po01, Theorem 3.1]), we obtain that the quasi-normalizer
of N inside M equals N . 
3. Rigidity results for coinduced actions
We start this section by recalling the free product deformation for coinduced actions which was
originally introduced for general Bernoulli actions by A. Ioana [Io06a].
Definition 3.1. Let Γy AI0 be the coinduced action of a trace preserving action Σy A0 and let
M = AI0⋊Γ. Consider the free product A˜0 := A0 ∗L(Z) with respect to the natural traces, extend
canonically Σ y A0 to an action on A˜0 and denote by Γ y A˜
I
0 the associated coinduced action.
Let M˜ = A˜I0 ⋊ Γ.
Define the self-adjoint h ∈ L(Z) with spectrum [−π, π] such that exp(ih) equals the canonical
generating unitary v ∈ L(Z). Let vt =ext(ith) and denote by α0t ∈Aut(A˜0) the inner automorphism
given by α0t (x) = vtxv
∗
t , for all t ∈ R and x ∈ A˜0. Denote by αt ∈Aut(A˜I0) the automorphism given
by αt = ⊗i∈Iα0t . Since αt is Γ-equivariant, we can extend it in a natural way to an automorphism
of M˜ by letting αt(ug) = ug, for any g ∈ Γ.
For the next theorem, we assume the setting of Definition 3.1. The result goes back to Popa’s
spectral gap argument [Po06, Lemma 5.1] and it is similar to [IPV10, Corollary 4.3] and [BV12,
Theorem 3.1]. We omit its proof since it is identical to the proof of [Dr17, Theorem 3.1].
Theorem 3.2. Assume A0 is amenable and gΣg
−1∩Σ is amenable for any g ∈ Γ\Σ. Let Q ⊂ qMq
be a diffuse von Neumann subalgebra.
If Q′ ∩ qMq is strongly non-amenable, then αt → id uniformly as t→ 0 on (Q)1.
We also need the following variant of [IPV10, Theorem 4.2] adapted to restricted coinduced actions.
The result goes back to [Po03, Theorem 4.1] and [Io06a, Theorem 3.6], and since our proof is similar,
we are rather brief.
Theorem 3.3. Let Σ < Γ be countable groups. Let Σ y A0 be a trace preserving action and let
Γy A := AI0 be the associated coinduced action. Let F0 ⊂ I be a finite, possibly empty, subset and
denote M = A⋊Norm(F0).
Let Q ⊂ qMq be a von Neumann subalgebra such that αt → id uniformly as t → 0 on (Q)1 and
denote by P the quasi-normalizer of Q inside qMq. Then one of the following holds:
• P ≺M A⋊ Stab(F0, i) for some i ∈ I \ F0.
• Q ≺M AF0 ⋊ Stab(F ) for some finite subset F0 ⊂ F ⊂ I.
Moreover, if there exists k ∈ N such that Stab(F ) is finite for any subset F0 ⊂ F ⊂ I with |F | ≥ k,
and Q ⊀M A
F0
0 , then P ≺M A⋊Stab(F0, i), for some i ∈ I \ F0, or P ≺M AF00 ⋊Norm(F0).
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Before proceeding to the proof, we clarify the notation we used and then make a remark. We denoted
by αt the free product deformation associated to the coinduced action Γy A as in Definition 3.1.
For i ∈ I, we denoted by Stab(F0, i) the stabilizer of F0 ∪ {i} with respect to the action Γy I.
Remark 3.4. For proving our main results stated in the introduction, we will use Theorem 3.3
when F0 is either the empty set or F0 = {Σ}. Note that in both of these two cases, the assumption
in the moreover part is satisfied by taking k = 2 if we impose that gΣg−1 ∩ Σ is finite for any
g ∈ Γ \Σ. To see this, note that Stab(gΣ, hΣ) = gΣg−1 ∩ hΣh−1, for all g, h ∈ Γ.
Proof. We define a free product deformation on M as follows. Denote I0 = I \F0. Consider the free
product B0 = A0 ∗ L(Z) with respect to the natural traces. Note that the action Σ y A0 extends
naturally to a trace preserving action Σ y B0 and denote by Γ y B
I
0 the associated coinduced
action. It is clear that AI00 ⊂ BI00 and that Σy BI00 extends Σ y AI00 , hence we have the natural
inclusions M ⊂ M˜ := (AF00 ⊗¯BI00 )⋊Norm(F0) ⊂ BI0⋊Norm(F0).
Define the self-adjoint h ∈ L(Z) with spectrum [−π, π] such that exp(ih) equals the canonical
generating unitary v ∈ L(Z). Let vt =ext(ith) and denote by α0t ∈Aut(B0) the inner automorphism
given by α0t (x) = vtxv
∗
t , for all t ∈ R and x ∈ B0. Denote by α1t ∈Aut(BI00 ) the automorphism
given by α1t = ⊗i∈I0α0t . Note that we can extend in a natural way α1t to an automorphism of M˜
by letting α1t (x) = x, for any x ∈ AF00 and α1t (ug) = ug, for any g ∈ Norm(F0).
Assume now that P ⊀M A ⋊ Stab(F0, i), for any i ∈ I0. Since the deformation αt equals to
(⊗F0α0t )⊗ α1t , by using the triangle inequality we derive that α1t → id uniformly as t→ 0 on (Q)1.
Hence, we can find t = 2−n, for some positive integer n and a non-zero partial isometry vt ∈ M˜
such that xvt = vtα
1
t (x), for all x ∈ Q. This proves that vt is a Q-α1t (Q)-finite element. Here, we
say that an element x ∈ M is Q1-Q2-finite for some given von Neumann algebras Q1, Q2 ⊂ M if
there exist x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn ∈ M such that xQ2 ⊂
∑n
i=1Q1xi and Q1x ⊂
∑n
i=1 yjQ2.
We now show that there exists a non-zero Q-α12t(Q)-finite element v2t ∈ M˜ . If d is an arbitrary Q-
Q-finite element in qMq, we have that α1t (β(v
∗
t )dvt) is a Q-α
1
2t(Q)-finite element in qM˜q. Therefore,
we just need to find such d satisfying β(v∗t )dvt 6= 0. Suppose that β(v∗t )dvt = 0, for any Q-Q-finite
element d in qMq. We denote by q1 ∈ qM˜q the unique projection onto the closed linear span of
{Im(dvt)|d is a Q-Q-finite element}. Hence, q1 ∈ P ′ ∩ qM˜q and β(q1)q1 = 0. Lemma 3.5 bellow
shows that q1 ∈M and therefore β(q1) = q1. This implies that q1 = 0, contradiction. Thus, there
exists a non-zero Q-α12t(Q)-finite element v2t ∈ M˜ . Continuing inductively, we find a non-zero
Q-α11(Q)-finite element v1 ∈ M˜ , which shows that α1(Q) ≺M˜ M. By repeating a part of the proof
of [IPV10, Theorem 4.2], we find a finite subset F0 ⊂ F ⊂ I such that Q ≺M AF0 ⋊ Stab(F ).
The moreover part follows again by repeating part of the proof of [IPV10, Theorem 4.2]. 
We conclude this section with the following lemma which is needed in the proof of Theorem 3.3.
We omit the proof since it is proved exactly in the same way as [IPV10, Lemma 4.1].
Lemma 3.5. Assume the setting of the proof of Theorem 3.3. If P1 ⊂ pMp is a von Neumann
subalgebra such that P1 ⊀M A
I
0 ⋊ Stab(F0, i) for any i ∈ I \ F0, then the quasi-normalizer of P1
inside pM˜p is contained in pMp.
4. Orbit equivalence and diagonal product actions
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 4.2, which is an extension of [Po01, Theorem A.1] to
diagonal product actions. One of the ingredients of its proof consists of the following particular
case of [Po05, Proposition 1.4.3]. We recall first that a measurable map q : (X,µ)→ (Y, ν) between
two probability spaces is called a quotient map if it is measure preserving and onto. In this case,
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the map q∗ : L∞(Y ) → L∞(X) defined by q∗(a) = a ◦ q, for any a ∈ L∞(Y ), is an embedding of
abelian von Neumann algebras.
Lemma 4.1 ( [Po05]). Let Γ y (X,µ), Λ y (Y, ν) be two p.m.p. free actions. Assume that
q : X → Y is a quotient map such that q(Γx) = Λq(x), a.e. x ∈ X and q|Γx is 1-1, a.e. x ∈ X.
Then the embedding q∗ : L∞(Y )→ L∞(X) extends to an embedding q∗ : L∞(Y )⋊Λ→ L∞(X)⋊Γ.
Theorem 4.2. Let Γy (Xi, µi) be a p.m.p. action for any 1 ≤ i ≤ 2. DenoteM = L∞(X1×X2)⋊Γ
and let Λy (Yi, νi) be a p.m.p. action for any 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 such that M = L∞(Y1 × Y2)⋊ Λ.
Assume that Γy (X1, µ1) and Λy (Y1, ν1) are free, ergodic and Γy (X2, µ2) is weakly mixing.
If L∞(X1) ≺M L∞(Y1) and L∞(Y1) ≺M L∞(X1), then there exists a unitary u ∈ U(M) such that
uL∞(X1)u
∗ = L∞(Y1). Moreover, u(L
∞(X1)⋊ Γ)u
∗ = L∞(Y1)⋊ Λ.
In particular, Γy (X1, µ1) and Λy (Y1, ν1) are orbit equivalent.
Throughout the proof we will use Singer’s remark [Si55] (see also [FM75]) saying that two free
p.m.p. actions Γy (X,µ) and Λy (Y, ν) are orbit equivalent if and only if the Cartan subalgebra
inclusions (L∞(X) ⊂ L∞(X)⋊ Γ) and (L∞(Y ) ⊂ L∞(Y )⋊ Λ) are isomorphic.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We will first show the following claim which follows verbatim the proof
of [Po01, Theorem A.1]. However, we provide a proof for the convenience of the reader.
Claim 1. There exists a unitary u ∈ U(M) such that uL∞(X1)u∗ ⊂ L∞(Y1).
Proof of Claim 1. Since L∞(X1) ≺M L∞(Y1), there exist projections p ∈ L∞(X1), q ∈ L∞(Y1),
a non-zero partial isometry v ∈ pMq and a ∗-homomorphism θ : L∞(X1)p → L∞(Y1)q such
that av = vθ(a), for all a ∈ L∞(X1)p. Since L∞(Y1)q is maximal abelian in θ(L∞(X1)p)′ ∩
q(L∞(Y1) ⋊ Γ)q, we can use, for instance, [AP10, Lemma 17.2.1] and find a partial isometry v0 ∈
θ(L∞(X1)p)
′∩q(L∞(Y1)⋊Γ)q such that v0v∗0 = v∗v and v∗0v0 ∈ L∞(Y1)q. Note that avv0 = vv0θ(a),
for all a ∈ L∞(X1)p. Therefore, by replacing v by vv0, we can assume that vv∗ ∈ L∞(X1)p and
v∗v ∈ L∞(Y1)q.
Next, we can assume without loss of generality that τ(vv∗) = 1/n for some positive integer n
and denote e1 = vv
∗, f1 = v
∗v. Take e2, . . . , en ∈ L∞(X1), f2, . . . , fn ∈ L∞(Y1) some projections
such that τ(ei) = τ(fi) = 1/n for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and
∑
i ei =
∑
i fi = 1. By applying, for
example, [AP10, Lemma 17.2.2], there exist ui ∈ NL∞(X1)⋊Γ(L∞(X1)) and vi ∈ NL∞(Y1)⋊Λ(L∞(Y1))
such that uie1u
∗
i = ei, vif1v
∗
i = fi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Define u =
∑
i viv
∗u∗i . It is a routine to check
that u is a unitary in M such that uL∞(X1)u
∗ ⊂ L∞(Y1). 
Denote (X,µ) = (X1 ×X2, µ1 × µ2) and note that L∞(X1)′ ∩M = L∞(X) since Γ y X1 is free.
Indeed, if x =
∑
g∈Γ xgug ∈ L∞(X1)′∩M , then xgσ1g(a) = xga, for all g ∈ Γ and a ∈ L∞(X1). Here,
we denote by σ1 the action Γy X1. It follows that EL∞(X1)(x
∗
gxg)σ
1
g(a) = EL∞(X1)(x
∗
gxg)a, for all
g ∈ Γ and a ∈ L∞(X1). Hence, EL∞(X1)(x∗gxg) = 0, for any g ∈ Γ \ {e} since Γy X1 is free. This
shows that x ∈ L∞(X), proving that L∞(X1)′ ∩M = L∞(X). Now, set (Y, ν) = (Y1 × Y2, ν1 × ν2)
and note that L∞(Y1)
′ ∩ M = L∞(Y ) can be deduced in a similar way. Hence, by passing to
relative commutants in Claim 1, we obtain that L∞(Y ) ⊂ uL∞(X)u∗. Since L∞(Y ) ⊂ M is
maximal abelian, we obtain that L∞(Y ) = uL∞(X)u∗. We continue with the following claim.
Claim 2. We have that u(L∞(X1)⋊ Γ)u
∗ ⊂ L∞(Y1)⋊ Λ.
Proof of Claim 2. Represent uL∞(Xi, µi)u
∗ = L∞(X ′i, µ
′
i) for some standard probability space
(X ′i, µ
′
i) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 and let (X ′, µ′) = (X ′1×X ′2, µ′1×µ′2). Note that we can canonically define
an action Γ y X ′i such that Γ y X
′
i is conjugate to Γ y Xi for any 1 ≤ i ≤ 2. Since the Cartan
subalgebra inclusions (L∞(Y ) ⊂ L∞(Y )⋊Λ) and (L∞(X ′) ⊂ L∞(X ′)⋊Γ) are isomorphic, we can
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let θ = (θ1, θ2) : Y1 × Y2 → X ′1 ×X ′2 be the corresponding orbit equivalence between Λ y Y and
Γ y X ′. Claim 1 shows that L∞(X ′1) ⊂ L∞(Y1), which implies that the map θ1 : Y1 × Y2 → X ′1
depends only on the first variable. Hence, there exists an onto measurable map ψ1 : Y1 → X ′1
satisfying ψ1(y1) = θ1(y1, y2), for a.e. (y1, y2) ∈ Y1 × Y2. We continue by showing that ψ1|Λy1 is
1-1, for a.e. y1 ∈ Y1. Note first that Γ y X is free. If we let w : Λ × Y → Γ be the Zimmer
cocycle associated to θ, we obtain that θ(gy) = w(g, y)θ(y), for all g ∈ Λ and a.e. y ∈ Y . Hence,
ψ1(gy1) = w(g, y1, y2)ψ1(y1), for all g ∈ Λ and a.e. (y1, y2) ∈ Y1. Since w(·, y) is a bijection from Λ
to Γ, for a.e. y ∈ Y , and Γ y X1 is free, we deduce that ψ1|Λy1 is 1-1, for a.e. y1 ∈ Y1. We can
now apply Lemma 4.1 and obtain that L∞(X ′1)⋊ Γ ⊂ L∞(Y1)⋊ Λ, which proves the claim. 
In a similar, one can find a unitary w ∈ U(M) such that w(L∞(Y1)⋊Λ)w∗ ⊂ L∞(X1)⋊ Γ. Hence,
wu(L∞(X1) ⋊ Γ)(wu)
∗ ⊂ L∞(X1) ⋊ Γ. Since Γ y X2 is weakly mixing, we use Lemma 2.9 and
deduce that wu ∈ L∞(X1) ⋊ Γ. This shows that u(L∞(X1) ⋊ Γ)u∗ = L∞(Y1) ⋊ Λ and therefore,
uL∞(X1)u
∗ = L∞(Y1) by using once again Claim 1. This ends the proof. 
5. Proofs of Theorem A, Proposition B and Theorem C
The proofs of Theorem A and Theorem C need the following the following useful characterizations
for the two notions of solidity [CI08, Proposition 6].
Proposition 5.1 ([CI08]). (i) A measure preserving equivalence relation R on a probability space
(X,µ) is solid if and only if Q′ ∩ L(R) is amenable for any diffuse subalgebra Q ⊂ L∞(X).
(ii) A tracial von Neumann algebra M is solid if and only if Q′ ∩M is amenable for any diffuse
subalgebra Q ⊂M .
5.1. Proof of Theorem A. Let I = Γ/Σ and define the von Neumann algebras A0 = L
∞(X0), A =
L∞(X) and M = A⋊Γ. Let Q ⊂ A be a diffuse von Neumann subalgebra. By Proposition 5.1, we
only have to show that Q′∩M is amenable. Assume by contradiction that Q′∩M is non-amenable.
A maximality argument combined with [DHI16, Lemma 2.6] imply that there exists a non-zero
projection z ∈ Z(Q′ ∩M) such that (Q′ ∩M)z is strongly non-amenable. By applying Theorem
3.2, we obtain that αt → id uniformly as t → 0 on (Qz)1. Let a ∈ A be the support projection of
EA(z) and remark that a1z 6= 0, for any non-zero projection a1 ∈ Aa. Therefore, since (Q′ ∩M)z
is properly non-amenable and z ∈ A′ ∩M , it follows that
(5.1) a1(Q
′ ∩M)a1 is non-amenable for any non-zero projection a1 ∈ Aa.
By applying Theorem 3.3, it follows that there exists a finite set F ⊂ I such that Qz ≺M
AF0 ⋊Norm(F ). Hence, by [DHI16, Lemma 2.4(3)] there exists a non-zero projection z1 ∈ (Q′∩M)z
such that Qz1 ≺sM AF0 ⋊Norm(F ). Since Q ⊂ A, [DHI16, Remark 2.2] implies that Qz ≺sM A.
Since A is regular and A and AF0 ⋊Norm(F ) are in a commuting square position, we can ap-
ply [DHI16, Lemma 2.8(2)] and derive that Qz1 ≺sM AF0 . Hence, Qa ≺M AF0 since z1 ≤ a. We can
apply Lemma 2.5 and deduce that Qa ≺A AF0 by replacing, eventually, F by another finite set.
Moreover, we can assume that F ⊂ I is a minimal subset with the property that there exists a
non-zero projection a0 ∈ A such that Qa0 ≺A AF0 .
Since A is abelian and Qa ≺A AF0 , there exist non-zero projections a1 ∈ Qa, r ∈ AF0 , a2 ∈ Aa1r and
a one-to-one ∗-homomorphism ϕ : Qa1 → AF0 r such that ϕ(x)a2 = xa2, for every x ∈ Qa1. Note
that R := ϕ(Qa1) ⊂ AF0 r satisfies
(5.2) Ra2 = Qa2 and a2(R
′ ∩ rMr)a2 = a2(Q′ ∩M)a2.
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We may assume that Ra2 ⊀A A
G
0 for any proper subset G ⊂ F . Indeed, if there exists such a finite
set G, then we would have that Qa2 ≺A AG0 , which contradicts the minimality of F . Hence, by
applying Lemma 2.6, we deduce that a2(R
′ ∩ rMr)a2 = a2(R′ ∩ r(A⋊Norm(F ))r)a2.
Next, we use relations (5.1) and (5.2) to derive that a2(R
′ ∩ rMr)a2 is non-amenable, and hence,
R′∩r(A⋊Norm(F ))r is non-amenable. Since gΣg−1∩Σ is amenable for any g ∈ Γ\Σ, we obtain that
F has only one element. Let F = {gΣ} for some g ∈ Γ. Note that Norm(F ) = gΣg−1 and R ⊂ AgΣ0 r.
It follows that R′ ∩ r(A ⋊ gΣg−1)r is non-amenable. Since the action gΣg−1 y I is fixing the
element gΣ, we have that gΣg−1 y A is isomorphic to the diagonal action gΣg−1 y AgΣ0 ⊗¯AI\{gΣ}0 .
Therefore, we can apply Proposition 2.2 and conclude that R′ ∩ r(AgΣ0 ⋊ gΣg−1)r is non-amenable.
Finally, note that R˜ := R ⊕ AgΣ0 (1 − r) is a diffuse von Neumann subalgebra of AgΣ0 for which its
relative commutant R˜′ ∩ (AgΣ0 ⋊ gΣg−1) is non-amenable. This contradicts the solid ergodicity of
RΣyX0 , which proves the theorem. 
Remark 5.2. In the proof of Theorem A, there is no need to consider the support projection of
EA(z) if the coinduced action Γy (X,µ) is free since z ∈ Z(Q′ ∩M) ⊂ A′ ∩M = A in this case.
Note that the freeness condition is guaranteed if ∩g∈ΓgΣg−1 is trivial or if Σ y (X0, µ0) is free,
see [Io06c, Lemma 2.1] and [Dr15, Lemma 5.3].
5.2. Proof of Proposition B. Let I = Γ/Σ and define the von Neumann algebras A0 = L
∞(X0),
A = L∞(X) and M = A⋊ Γ. Let αt be the free product deformation associated to the coinduced
action Γ y A as in Definition 3.1. Assume by contradiction that ∆ y X is not strongly ergodic
and let N = A ⋊ ∆. The proof of a result of Houdayer and Raum [HU15, Theorem 3.1] implies
that there exists a decreasing sequence of diffuse abelian von Neumann subalgebras An of A such
that N =∨n≥1(A′n ∩N).
By applying [BV12, Lemma 2.5], the assumption implies that A ⋊ ∆ is not amenable relative to
A ⋊ Σ inside M . Since relative amenability is closed under inductive limits [DHI16, Lemma 2.7],
it follows that there exists an n such that A′n ∩N is not amenable relative to A⋊Σ inside M . By
using [DHI16, Lemma 2.6] combined with a maximality argument, we can find a non-zero projection
z ∈ NM (A′n∩N)′∩M such that (A′n∩N)z is strongly non-amenable relative to A⋊Σ. In particular,
we can apply Theorem 3.2 and derive that αt → id uniformly on (Anz)1. By applying Theorem 3.3
we have (A′n∩N)z ≺M A⋊Σ or there exists a finite subset F ⊂ I such that Anz ≺M AF0 ⋊Stab(F ).
The first possibility implies by [DHI16, Lemma 2.6(3)] that (A′n∩N)z0 is amenable relative to A⋊Σ
for some non-zero projection z0 ∈ (A′n ∩N)′ ∩M with z0 ≤ z, contradiction.
Hence, there exists a finite subset F ⊂ I such that Anz ≺M AF0 ⋊ Stab(F ). By [DHI16, Lemma
2.4(3)], there exists a non-zero projection z1 ∈ NM (An)′ ∩ M ⊂ (A′n ∩ N)′ ∩ M with z1 ≤ z
such that Anz1 ≺sM AF0 ⋊ Stab(F ). Since An ⊂ A, [DHI16, Remark 2.2] shows that An ≺sM A,
hence Anz ≺sM A. Since AF0 ⋊ Stab(F ) and A form a commuting square and A is regular in
M , we can apply [DHI16, Lemma 2.8] and deduce that Anz1 ≺M AF0 . Note that F is non-empty
since An is diffuse. By applying Lemma 2.4, we derive that (A
′
n ∩ N)z1 ≺M A ⋊ Σ. Using once
again [DHI16, Lemma 2.6(3)], we obtain that (A′n ∩ N)z2 is amenable relative to A ⋊ Σ for some
non-zero projection z2 ∈ (A′n ∩ N)′ ∩M with z2 ≤ z1, contradiction. Thus, ∆ y X is strongly
ergodic. 
5.3. Proof of Theorem C. The following lemma will be needed in the proof of Theorem C.
Lemma 5.3. Let Q ⊂ qMq be tracial von Neumann algebras such that Q is properly non-amenable
and has diffuse center.
(1) If N ⊂M is a von Neumann subalgebra such that Q ≺M N , then N is not solid.
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(2) Assume M = L∞(X × Y )⋊ Γ for a diagonal product p.m.p. action Γy (X × Y, µ× ν). If
there exists a diffuse subalgebra Q0 ⊂ Z(Q) such that Q′0 ∩ qMq = Q and Q0 ≺M L∞(X),
then RΓyX is not solid.
Proof. (1) The assumption implies that there exist projections q1 ∈ Q, p ∈ N , a non-zero partial
isometry v ∈ pMq1 and a one-to-one ∗-homomorphism such that θ(x)v = vx for any x ∈ q1Qq1.
Since Q is properly non-amenable, it follows that P := θ(q1Qq1) ⊂ pNp is non-amenable and it has
diffuse center R := θ(Z(Q)q1). Remark that R˜ := R ⊕ pNp is a diffuse subalgebra of N for which
its relative commutant R˜′ ∩N is non-amenable. Hence, N is not solid.
(2) Since Q0 ≺M L∞(X), there exist projections q0 ∈ Q0, r ∈ L∞(X), a non-zero partial isometry
w ∈ rMq0 and a ∗-isomorphism θ : Q0q0 → R ⊂ L∞(X)r such that θ(x)w = wx, for any x ∈
Q0q0. Note that Ad(w) is an isomorphism from w
∗wMw∗w to ww∗Mww∗ that sends w∗wq0(Q
′
0 ∩
qMq)q0w
∗w onto ww∗(R′ ∩ rMr)ww∗. Since Q′0 ∩ qMq is properly non-amenable, it follows that
R′ ∩ rMr is non-amenable. By applying Proposition 2.2, we get that R′ ∩ r(L∞(X) ⋊ Γ)r is
non-amenable, hence RΓyX is not solidly ergodic. 
Proof of Theorem C. Let I = Γ/Σ and define A0 = L
∞(X0), A = L
∞(X) and M = A⋊ Γ. Define
the free product deformation associated to the coinduced action Γy A as in Definition 3.1. In light
of Proposition 5.1, note that M is solid if and only if Q′ ∩M is amenable for any diffuse abelian
subalgebra Q ⊂ M . This follows from the fact that any diffuse von Neumann algebra contains a
diffuse abelian subalgebra.
Therefore, take a diffuse abelian subalgebra Q ⊂ M and assume by contradiction that Q′ ∩M
is non-amenable. Let z ∈ Z(Q′ ∩M) be a non-zero projection such that (Q′ ∩M)z is strongly
non-amenable. By applying Theorem 3.2, it follows that αt → id uniformly on (Qz)1. By using
the moreover part of Theorem 3.3, we obtain that (Q′ ∩M)z ≺M A ⋊ Σ or (Q′ ∩M)z ≺M L(Γ).
By applying Lemma 5.3(1), the second possibility implies that L(Γ) is not solid, contradiction.
Hence, (Q′∩M)z ≺M A⋊Σ. Thus, there exist projections z1 ∈ Q′∩M,p ∈ A⋊Σ, with z1 ≤ z, a non-
zero partial isometry v ∈ pMz1 and a one-to-one ∗-homomorphism φ : z1(Q′ ∩M)z1 → p(A⋊ Σ)p
satisfying φ(x)v = vx for any x ∈ z1(Q′ ∩M)z1. Moreover, we may assume that there exists a
positive c such that EA⋊Σ(vv
∗) ≥ cp.
We continue by showing that αt → id uniformly on (φ(Qz1))1. Since EA˜⋊Σ(vv∗) = EA⋊Σ(vv∗), we
deduce that
‖αt(φ(x))EA⋊Σ(vv∗)− φ(x)EA⋊Σ(vv∗)‖2 ≤ ‖αt(φ(x))v − φ(x)v‖2
≤ 2‖αt(v) − v‖2 + ‖αt(x)− x‖2,
for any x ∈ (Qz1)1 and t ∈ R. Since EA⋊Σ(vv∗) ≥ cp, there exists x0 ∈ A ⋊ Σ such that
EA⋊Σ(vv
∗)x0 = p. Thus, we obtain that αt → id uniformly on (φ(Qz1))1.
Denote M0 = A⋊Σ. Since φ(z1(Q
′∩M)z1) ⊂ pM0p is non-amenable, we have that P := φ(Qz1)′∩
pM0p is non-amenable. By applying [DHI16, Lemma 2.6], there exists a non-zero projection p
′ ∈
NpM0p(P )′ ∩ pM0p such that Pp′ is strongly non-amenable in M0. Since αt → id uniformly on
(φ(Qz1))1, we apply Theorem 3.3 and obtain that φ(Qz1)p
′ ≺M0 A0 or Pp′ ≺M0 A or Pp′ ≺M0
A0 ⋊ Σ. If any of the last two possibilities holds, we can apply Lemma 5.3(1) and obtain that A
or A0 ⋊ Σ is not solid, since Pp
′ is properly non-amenable. Therefore, φ(Qz1)p
′ ≺M0 A0. Finally,
Lemma 5.3(2) implies that RΣyX0 is not solid since Pp′ is properly non-amenable, false. 
6. Proofs of Theorem D and Corollary E
We will need the following result for the proofs of Theorem D and Corollary E, which is, for instance,
a corollary of [Bo14, Appendix A].
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Lemma 6.1. Let Σ < Γ be countable groups satisfying gΣg−1 ∩ Σ is finite for any g ∈ Γ \ Σ.
Let Γ y A be a trace preserving action and denote M = A ⋊ Γ. Let Q ⊂ M be a von Neumann
subalgebra such that Q ⊀M A and denote by P the quasi-normalizer of Q in M . Then the following
hold:
(1) If Q ⊂ A⋊ Σ, then P ⊂ A⋊ Σ.
(2) If A ⋊ Σ is a factor and Q ≺sM A ⋊ Σ, then there exists a unitary u ∈ M such that
uPu∗ ⊂ A⋊ Σ.
6.1. Proof of Theorem D. The following result implies in particular Theorem D.
Theorem 6.2. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, let Σi < Γi be countable non-amenable groups satisfying
• Γi = Σi ∗∆i for some non-trivial group ∆i, or
• gΣig−1 ∩ Σi is finite for any g ∈ Γi \ Σi and Σi is Cartan-rigid.
Assume that Σi y (Xi, µi) is a free ergodic p.m.p. action that is either rigid, or it is conjugate to
a product action Σ1i ×Σ2i y (X1i ×X2i , µ1i × µ2i ) of two infinite groups, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ 2.
If the coinduced actions Γ1 y (X1, µ1)
Γ1/Σ1 and Γ2 y (X2, µ2)
Γ2/Σ2 are orbit equivalent, then
Σ1 y (X1, µ1) and Σ2 y (X2, µ2) are orbit equivalent.
We say that a countable group Γ is Cartan-rigid if up to unitary conjugacy L∞(X) ⊂ L∞(X)⋊Γ is
the only group measure space Cartan subalgebra of L∞(X) ⋊ Γ for any free ergodic p.m.p. action
Γ y (X,µ). Example of groups that are Cartan-rigid include all the non-elementary hyperbolic
groups [PV12] and arbitrary non-amenable free groups [Io12b].
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Denote Y1 = X
Γ1/Σ1
1 and Y2 = X
Γ2/Σ2
2 . The assumption implies by [Si55,
FM75] that there exists an isomorphism of von Neumann algebras between L∞(Y1) ⋊ Γ1 and
L∞(Y2)⋊Γ2 which sends L
∞(Y1) onto L
∞(Y2). For ease of notation, assume that M := L
∞(Y1)⋊
Γ1 = L
∞(Y2)⋊ Γ2 and L
∞(Y1) = L
∞(Y2) and let us show the following claim.
Claim 1. We have L∞(Y1)⋊ Σ1 ≺M L∞(Y2)⋊ Σ2 and L∞(Y2)⋊ Σ2 ≺M L∞(Y1)⋊ Σ1.
Proof of Claim 1. We will prove only the first intertwining relation. Let αt be the free product
deformation as in Definition 3.1 associated to the coinduced action Γ2 y Y2. Assume first that
Σ1 y X1 is rigid. By using Theorem 3.3, we deduce that L
∞(Y1) ⋊ Σ1 ≺M L∞(Y2) ⋊ Σ2 or
L∞(Y1)⋊Σ1 ≺M L(Γ2). The last possibility is a contradiction, implying, for instance, that L∞(Y1)
is not diffuse.
Assume now that Σ1 y X1 is isomorphic to Σ
1
1 ×Σ21 y X11 ×X21 , with Σ11 non-amenable. [DHI16,
Lemma 2.6(2)] combined with a maximality argument imply that we can find a non-zero projection
z ∈ (L∞(X1)⋊Σ1)′∩M such that z((L∞(X21 )⋊Σ21)′∩M)z is strongly non-amenable. By applying
Theorem 3.2 we have that αt → id uniformly on ((L∞(X21 ) ⋊ Σ21)z)1. By applying the moreover
part of Theorem 3.3, we obtain that L∞(X1)⋊Σ1 ≺M L∞(Y2)⋊Σ2 or L∞(X1)⋊Σ1 ≺M L(Γ). The
second option leads to the contradiction that L∞(X1) is not diffuse. Hence, L(Σ1) ≺M L∞(Y2)⋊Σ2.
By applying, for instance, [BV12, Lemma 2.3] we derive that L∞(Y1)⋊Σ1 ≺M L∞(Y2)⋊Σ2 since
Σ1 is normalizing L
∞(Y1). 
Note that Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.8 imply that Σ1 y Y1 is ergodic. Note also that the action
Γ1 y Y1 is free by [Io06c, Lemma 2.1]. Hence, the relative commutant (L
∞(Y1)⋊ Σ1)
′ ∩M = C1.
Therefore, Claim 1 implies that L∞(Y1) ⋊ Σ1 ≺sM L∞(Y2) ⋊ Σ2. By applying Lemma 6.1(2), we
derive that there exists a unitary u1 ∈M such that u1(L∞(Y1)⋊Σ1)u∗1 ⊂ L∞(Y2)⋊Σ2. In a similar
way, we can show that there exists a unitary u2 ∈M such that u2(L∞(Y2)⋊Σ2)u∗2 ⊂ L∞(Y1)⋊Σ1.
Hence, u2u1(L
∞(Y1)⋊Σ1)u
∗
1u
∗
2 ⊂ L∞(Y1)⋊Σ1. Next, note that the quasi-normalizer of L∞(Y1)⋊Σ1
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inside M equals itself by Lemma 6.1(1). Hence, u2u1 ∈ L∞(Y1) ⋊ Σ1, which shows that M0 :=
L∞(Y1)⋊ Σ1 = u
∗
1(L
∞(Y2)⋊ Σ2)u1.
Note that L∞(Y1) is unitarily conjugate to u
∗
1L
∞(Y2)u1 inside M0. Indeed, if Γ1 = Σ1 ∗∆ is a free
product we can use the fact thatM = (L∞(Y1)⋊Σ1)∗L∞(Y1)(L∞(Y1)⋊∆1), apply [IPP05, Theorem
1.4.1] and obtain a unitary u ∈ L∞(Y1) ⋊ Σ1 such that u∗u∗1L∞(Y2)u1u = L∞(Y1). On the other
hand, if Σ1 is Cartan-rigid, this follows trivially. Hence, there exists a ∗-isomorphism Ψ of M that
sends L∞(Y1)⋊ Σ1 onto L
∞(Y2)⋊ Σ2 and L
∞(Y1) onto L
∞(Y2).
Suppressing Ψ from the notation, we can assume that M0 = L
∞(Y1)⋊Σ1 = L
∞(Y2)⋊Σ2 such that
L∞(Y1) = L
∞(Y2). We continue with the following claim.
Claim 2. L∞(X1) ≺M0 L∞(X2) and L∞(X2) ≺M0 L∞(X1).
Proof of Claim 2. We will show only the first part. Let αt be the free product deformation as in
Definition 3.1 associated to the coinduced action Γ2 y Y2. Assume first that Σ1 y X1 is rigid.
Then the moreover part of Theorem 3.3 shows that L∞(X1) ≺M0 L∞(X2) since L∞(X1) ⊂ M0
is regular. Assume now that Σ1 y X1 is isomorphic to Σ
1
1 × Σ21 y X11 × X21 , with Σ11 non-
amenable. [DHI16, Lemma 2.6(2)] combined with a maximality argument imply that we can find
a non-zero projection z ∈ (L∞(X1) ⋊ Σ1)′ ∩M such that z((L∞(X21 ) ⋊ Σ21)′ ∩M)z is strongly
non-amenable in M . Hence, we can apply Theorem 3.2 and deduce that αt → id uniformly on
((L∞(X21 )⋊ Σ
2
1)z)1. Lemma 2.6 shows that z ∈ (L∞(X1) ⋊ Σ1)′ ∩M0. By applying the moreover
part of Theorem 3.3, we obtain that L∞(X21 )⋊Σ
2
1 ≺M0 L∞(X2) or L∞(X1)⋊Σ1 ≺M0 L∞(X2)⋊Σ2
or L∞(X1)⋊Σ1 ≺M0 L∞(Y2). Since L∞(X1) ⊂ L∞(Y2) and Σ21 is an infinite group, it follows that
L∞(X1)⋊ Σ1 ≺M0 L∞(X2)⋊ Σ2, hence L∞(X1) ≺M0 L∞(X2). 
Let Ij = Γj/Σj and Y
0
j = X
Ij\{Σj}
j , for both 1 ≤ j ≤ 2. Using these notations, we obtain that
L∞(X1 × Y 01 ) ⋊ Σ1 = L∞(X2 × Y 02 )⋊ Σ2. Note that by combining Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.8 it
follows that the action Σ1 y Y
0
1 is weakly mixing. Hence, by using Claim 1, Theorem 4.2 shows
that Σ1 y X1 and Σ2 y X2 are orbit equivalent. 
Remark 6.3. The proof of Theorem 6.2 can easily be adapted to obtain the following rigidity
result at the von Neumann algebra level (see also the proof of Corollary E). Let Σi < Γi be as in
Theorem 6.2 and assume that Σi y Xi is a free ergodic p.m.p. rigid action for any 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 such
that their associated coinduced actions Γ1 y X
Γ1/Σ1
1 and Γ2 y X
Γ2/Σ2
2 give rise to isomorphic von
Neumann algebras. Then Σ1 y X1 and Σ2 y X2 are orbit equivalent.
6.2. Proof of Corollary E. Recall that a p.m.p. action Σy (X,µ) has stable spectral gap if the
unitary representation Σy (L2(X,µ)⊖C1)⊗ (L2(X,µ)⊖C1) does not weakly contain the trivial
representation (see [Po06, Definition 3.1]).
Lemma 6.4. Let Σ < Γ be countable non-amenable groups such that gΣg−1 ∩ Σ is amenable for
any g ∈ Γ \ Σ. Let Σ y (X0, µ0) be a p.m.p. action and let Γ y (X0, µ0)I be the associated
coinduced action. Note that I0 := I \ {Σ} is Σ-invariant.
Then the restriction action Σ
σ
y (X0, µ0)
I0 has stable spectral gap.
Proof. Define M = L∞(X0)
I0 ⋊Σ and let {ug}g∈Γ be the canonical unitaries in M that implement
the action Σy L∞(X0)
I0 . Let {ξn}n≥0 be an orthonormal basis for L2(X0) with ξ0 = 1. Let I˜ be
the set of sequences i = (ij)j∈I0 with ij ≥ 0 an integer such that the set ∆i := {j ∈ I0|ij 6= 0} is
non-empty and finite. Let ηi = ⊗jξij ∈ L2(X0)∆i for every i ∈ I˜. Then {ηi}i∈I˜ is an orthonormal
basis for L2(X0)
I0 ⊖ C1.
For any i ∈ I˜, denote by Hi the weak closure of L(Σ)ηiL(Σ) and note that the L(Σ)-L(Σ)-bimodule
Hi is weakly contained in the coarse bimodule ℓ
2(Σ)⊗ℓ2(Σ). Indeed, note first that Σi :=Norm(∆i)
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is an amenable group since ∆i is a finite non-empty subset of I0. Here, we denoted by Norm(∆i)
the normalizer of ∆i relative to the action Σ y I0. Then, [Dr17, Lemma 2.2] implies that the
L(Σi)-L(Σi)-bimodule Hi is weakly contained in the coarse bimodule ℓ
2(Σi) ⊗ ℓ2(Σi). Thus, for
any ǫ > 0 and finite subset F ⊂ Σi, there exist ξ1, . . . , ξn ∈ ℓ2(Σi)⊗ ℓ2(Σi) such that
|〈ugηiu∗h, ηi〉 −
n∑
k=1
〈ugξku∗h, ξk〉| ≤ ǫ, for all g, h ∈ F.
Since 〈ugηiu∗h, ηi〉 = δg,h〈σg(ηi), ηi〉 = 0, for all (g, h) ∈ (Σ × Σ) \ (Σ1 × Σ1), it follows that L(Σ)-
L(Σ)-bimodule Hi is weakly contained in the coarse bimodule ℓ
2(Σ)⊗ ℓ2(Σ).
Note that L2(M) ⊖ C1 equals the weak closure of the linear span of Hi, with i ∈ I˜. This shows
that L2(M) ⊖ C1 is weakly contained in ℓ2(Σ) ⊗ ℓ2(Σ) as L(Σ)-L(Σ)-bimodules. If we denote
by π : Σ → U(L2(M) ⊖ C1) the unitary representation induced by σ, we have that π is weakly
contained into the left regular representation of Σ. This proves the lemma. 
Proof of Corollary E.We recall first the uncountable family of free ergodic p.m.p. actions of Fn from
[Io06b]. Fix an onto homomorphism π : Fn → Z and a free ergodic p.m.p. rigid action Fn y (Z, λ)
that has stable spectral gap. For every t ∈ (0, 1), define the probability space (Zt, λt) = ({0, 1}, rt)Z,
where rt({0}) = t and rt({1}) = 1− t, and let βt be the Bernoulli action of Z on (Zt, λt). Let σt be
the diagonal product action of Fn on (Xt, µt) := (Zt ×Z, λt × λ). The main result of [Io06b] shows
that {σt}t∈(0, 1
2
] is a family of free ergodic p.m.p. non-orbit equivalent actions of Fn.
Let Γ
σ˜t
y X˜t be the associated coinduced action of σt relative to Fn < Γ. Note that σ˜t is free
and ergodic by [Io06b, Lemma 2.1 and 2.2]. We will show that the family {σ˜t}t∈(0, 1
2
] is a family
of free ergodic p.m.p. actions that give rise to mutually non-isomorphic II1 factors. Assume by
contradiction that there exist s 6= t in (0, 12 ] such that there exists a ∗-isomorphism Ψ : L∞(X˜t)⋊
Γ→ L∞(X˜s)⋊Γ. We now apply the methods of the proof of Theorem D and derive the contradiction
that σs and σt are orbit equivalent.
Let M := L∞(X˜s)⋊Γ and let αt be the free product deformation as in Definition 3.1 associated to
the coinduced action Γy X˜s. Since Fn y Z is rigid, we can apply the moreover part of Theorem
3.3 and obtain that Ψ(L∞(X˜t) ⋊ Fn) ≺M L∞(X˜s) ⋊ Fn or Ψ(L∞(X˜t) ⋊ Fn) ≺M L(Γ). If the
second possibility occurs, then Ψ(L∞(X˜t)) ⊀M L
∞(X˜s). Otherwise, by [Po01, Theorem A.1], we
would get that Ψ(L∞(X˜t)) and L
∞(X˜s) are unitarily conjugate in M . This would contradict that
Ψ(L∞(X˜t)⋊Fn) ≺M L(Γ). Since Ψ(L∞(X˜t)) ⊀M L∞(X˜s) and Ψ(L∞(X˜t)) ⊂M is regular, we can
apply [Dr17, Proposition 3.7] and derive that Ψ(L∞(X˜t)) ⊀M L
∞(X˜s)⋊Fn, hence Ψ(L
∞(X˜t)) ⊀M
L(Fn). Note that Ψ(L
∞(X˜t)) ≺M L(Γ). By applying [Dr17, Corollary 3.6], we get that Ψ(M) ≺M
L(Γ), contradiction.
Hence, Ψ(L∞(X˜t)⋊ Fn) ≺M L∞(X˜s)⋊ Fn. In a similar way, L∞(X˜s)⋊ Fn ≺M Ψ(L∞(X˜t)⋊ Fn).
As in the proof of Theorem 6.2, by applying Lemma 6.1, we can assume without loss of generality
that M0 := Ψ(L
∞(X˜t) ⋊ Fn) = L
∞(X˜s) ⋊ Fn and Ψ(L
∞(X˜t)) = L
∞(X˜s). Here, we also used the
fact that Fn is Cartan-rigid [PV11].
Note that Ψ(L∞(Z)) ≺M0 L∞(Xs). Indeed, since Fn y Z is rigid and Ψ(L∞(Z)) ⊂M0 is regular,
we apply Theorem 3.3 and derive that Ψ(L∞(Z)) ≺M0 L∞(Xs).
We continue by showing that Ψ(L∞(Zt)) ≺M0 L∞(Zs). Denote first I0 = Γ/Fn \{Fn}. Note that Ψ
naturally induces a measure space isomorphism θ = (θ1, θ2, θ3) : Zs×Z×XI0s → Zt×Z×XI0t such
that θ(Fnx) = Fnθ(x), for a.e. x ∈ Zs×Z×XI0s and Ψ(a) = a◦θ for any a ∈ L∞(X˜t) [Si55,FM75].
Let q : Zs × Z × XI0s → Zs be the projection onto the first coordinate. Lemma 6.4 implies that
Fn y X
I0
s has stable spectral gap, hence Fn y Zs×Z×XI0s is strongly ergodic relative to Fn y Zs
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in the sense of [Io06b, Definition 2.1]. Note that θ1(Fnx) = Zθ1(x), for a.e. x ∈ Zs × Z ×XI0s . We
are now in a position to apply [Io06b, Proposition 2.3] and note that its proof actually reveals that
Ψ(L∞(Zt)) ≺M0 L∞(Zs).
Finally, by combining the conclusions of the previous two paragraphs, we can apply [Dr19, Lemma
2.6] and deduce that Ψ(L∞(Xt)) ≺M0 L∞(Xs). In a similar way we obtain L∞(Xs) ≺M0 Ψ(L∞(Xt)).
As in the proof of Theorem 6.2, we can apply Theorem 4.2 to derive that Σt y Xt and Σs y Xs
are orbit equivalent. This a contradiction, which proves the theorem. 
Remark 6.5. The proof of Corollary E provides a concrete family of uncountably many free ergodic
p.m.p. actions with non-isomorphic II1 factors for any countable group Γ that contains a copy of
the free group Fn, with n ≥ 2, such that gFng−1 ∩ Fn is finite for any g ∈ Γ \ Fn.
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